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Founded in 1992, ICLC has grown to become one of the leading Russian audit companies. 
The company’s core principle in work is to assist in development of its clients’ business by 
providing a variety of prime quality services in business support:

• Statutory & ISA Audit
• IFRS consulting
• Audit of Tax liabilities
• Tax & Accounting consulting
• Legal services
• Financial, Tax & Legal Due Diligence
• Outsourcing
• Services to Foreign representative offices.

ICLC is a member of Nexia International – a worldwide network of independent accounting and 
consulting firms.

Tel: +7 (495) 621-10-15, fax: +7 (495) 621-56-87
E-mail: info@iclcgroup.com, www.iclcgroup.com

Experts point out that the market has not 
completely lived up to its potential yet; in 2012 
further growth is expected. Experts cannot 
seem to agree upon the exact numerical value 
of this growth, but there is no doubt that the 
market will be steadily expanding
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NEW TANDEM—SAME OLD PROBLEMS

On May 7th, 2012 Dmitry Medvedev passed 
along the torch (as the Russian president) 
to Vladimir Putin. How did the economy 
fare during Dmitry Medvedev’s four year 
presidential term? What tasks stand before 
Vladimir Putin, the three-time winner of 
presidential elections?

Dmitry Medvedev: no breakthrough 
happened

Now it is fair to say that no economic 
breakthrough happened in Russia during 
Dmitry Medvedev’s presidential term. 
Russia has not managed to ‘wean itself 
off its oil addiction’ since its economy is 
still completely strapped down to the raw 
materials market.

All of Medvedev’s brainchildren, mainly 
modernisation and innovations, have  not 
really materialised. The country’s political 
institutes and the leaders’ management 
ability do not make Russian investors (who 
prefer to register their businesses in off-
shore zones) or their foreign counterparts 
feel at ease.

According to the Chairman of the VTB 
Supervisory Council and the ex-chairman of 
the Central Bank of the Russian Federation, 
Sergey Dubinin, “political institutions do 
not make investors feel at ease. The fact that 
Cyprus is one of Russia’s largest foreign 
investors demonstrates this feeling very 
clearly. Taking a look at off-shore companies 
on the books, one can see that the majority 
of our major companies have their parent 
companies there. The lack of confidence 
in Russia’s system of management has 
become a political issue and it can only be 
resolved through political decisions. He 
adds that first of all it is necessary to ensure 
that private property is properly protected 
from a legal, social and political standpoint.

During the ‘Medvedev’ years, the country’s 
GDP rose by 5.5%. This is not exactly 
a figure one should be proud of. For 
comparison purposes, according to IMF 
(International Monetary Fund) statistics, 
China grew by 44.2%, India by 34.1%, 
Brazil by 15.6% and South Africa by 8%. It 
turns out that Russia was rated last among 
the BRICS countries.

When comparing Russia with other CSI 
(Commonwealth of Independent States) 
countries in terms of GDP growth, the former 
does not exactly come out on top (it took 9th 
place in this category). Turkmenistan is the 
leader with a 52.4% increase in GDP. But 
affairs are worse in Ukraine where the GDP 
shrunk by 4.5% over the past four years and 
Armenia saw a 2.1% decrease.

The Russian Federation is slipping in the 
majority of world ratings. In particular, for the 
2011-2012 rating on the Competitiveness 
Index we fell to 66th place, compared to 51st 
place in 2008-2009.

Russia’s progress in fighting corruption, 
creating a world financial centre in Moscow 
and minimising government involvement in 
the economy through privatising numerous 
large companies can be evaluated as 
unsatisfactory.

An increase in investments in infrastructure 
did not occur; despite the fact that the 
lack of solid infrastructure is exactly what 
is keeping investors away. Additionally, 
according to the approved three-year 

budget, the proportion of expenses under 
the category “The National Economy” is 
going to decrease from 16.2% to 11.3% in 
2014, meaning that the government does 
not consider investing in infrastructure to be 
a priority.

At least we joined WTO and 
boosted pension payments

The biggest accomplishment to note was 
the decision (after an 18 year negotiation 
process) for Russia to join WTO.

Aside from that, in 2011 Russia’s inflation 
level (only 6.1%) was at an all-time low. 
Also, in 2009-2010 pension payments for 
Russian retirees increased dramatically. 
Pension payments rose, on average, by 2.5 
times due to their accelerated indexation. As 
a result of this, the replacement coefficient 
(the ratio of the average pension to average 
salary) reached the desired 40% which is 
recommended by the International Labour 
Organisation.

The economic crisis of 2008 hit during 
Dmitry Medvedev’s presidency. Due to 
resources from the Reverse Fund and the 
National Wealth Fund the government 
was able to prevent the total collapse of 
the country’s banking system, support 
numerous large companies and increase 

Dmitry Medvedev,
Prime Minister of the Russian Federation
(С) RIA Novosti, Ekaterina Shtukina

Background information:
On May 7th, 2012 Vladimir Putin 

assumed office as the President of the 

Russian Federation. On May 8th, 2012 

Dmitry Medvedev officially became Prime 

Minister of the Russian Federation.

NEWS

In the World Bank’s Doing 
Business rating (measuring 
the ease of doing business 

in a country) Russia has not 
managed to climb higher than 

120th place

The economic crisis of 2008 hit during Dmitry Medvedev’s 
presidency. Due to resources from the Reverse Fund and the 

National Wealth Fund the government was able to prevent the
total collapse of the country’s banking system
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BRIEF NEWS

unemployment checks for those who were 
impacted during this time of lay-offs.

Vladimir Putin will define Russian 
modernisation

Vladimir Putin will need to take over the 
reigns from Dmitry Medvedev regarding the 
latter’s modernisation project. Without an 
overhaul of the economy it will be impossible 
to increase Russia’s competitiveness in the 
world market and labour productivity which 
is currently three times lower than the level in 
the USA. Nikita Maslennikov, an advisor for 
the Institute of Contemporary Development 
states that “the modernisation programme 
is part of the main agenda for the years to 
come, but Russia is lacking the technology 
for it”.

Additionally, government officials will need 
to not only develop new technology, but also 
outline where Russia has a competitive edge. 
Sergey Dubinin points to other countries by 
saying that “China’s competitive edge was 
due mostly to its high labour productivity 
and cheap labour power”.

One cannot forget the important task 
(standing before Vladimir Putin) of 
attracting investments into the country. 
The 2011 inflation rate of 6.1% should 
serve as a strong argument persuading  
businessmen to invest in the Russian 
economy. Meanwhile, capital outflow last 
year, according to the Central Bank of the 
Russian Federation, reached 80.5 billion 
dollars, while 35.1 billion dollars went 
abroad in the first quarter of 2012. As one 
can see, investments are flowing out of 
Russia, not into it. This year’s first quarter 
figures even beat the previous record from 
the first quarter of the crisis year 2009 (when 
capital outflow amounted to 35.0 billion 
dollars).

Experts believe the problem is rooted in 
an unsavory investment climate, in other 
words, the imperfection of the legal system, 
high level of corruption, controversial 
law enforcement practices and poor 
infrastructure.

The government has already defined the 
‘locomotives of modernisation’. Arkady 
Dvorkovich, the Assistant to the President, 
declared that in the next few years the 
administration will pay careful attention to 
IT, pharmaceuticals, the automotive sector, 
the agriculture and the energy market, 
including nuclear.

Budget policies will be tightened

Expenses on social programmes will 
be cut. In the pre-election years the 
government overextended itself a bit by 
increasing pension payments by a third 
and significantly boosting salaries for 
members of the service and policemen. In 
the coming years teachers and doctors have 
been promised yet another base pay raise. 
It turns out that budget expenses are rising 
much quicker than revenue. Moreover, the 
‘critical and irreversible obligations’ (those 
which the government has to uphold to keep 
society under control) have also increased.

The need to constantly transfer funds 
into the Pension Fund’s budget has been 
putting a strain on the federal budget for 
quite some time now. It is impossible to 
solve this funding problem for making 
pension payments without overhauling 
the pension system. Vladimir Putin has to 
make a decision regarding this matter and 
may have to either increase the retirement 
age, reconsider the minimum time on the 
job which grants one the right to receive a 
pension or turn away from the mandatory 
individual pension system. The government 
is now looking into a few different reform 
options. 

Nikita Maslennikov from the Institute of 
Contemporary Development says that a 
“reset” of the pension system is due. He 
continues by stating that “it is unacceptable 
to keep racking up budget expenses because 
if this is to continue Russia’s economy will 
not be able to become innovation-oriented. 
Obviously, how can one even begin talking 
about investments in Russia’s economy if 
the government runs up a debt of 25% in 
order to fulfil its social obligations”? 

Migration policies to be changed

Additionally, Natalya Akindinova, the 
executive director for the Fund for Economic 
Research at the “Centre for Development” 
believes that the government needs to 
seriously tackle the “brain drain” issue 
which manifests itself in a situation where 
the smartest and most-qualified workers 
leave Russia because they feel they cannot 
find high-paying work in their home country.

More often than not, migrant workers in 
the Russian Federation are not highly-
qualified and will not modernise the 
country’s economy. Ms. Akindinova notes 
that “currently the demand for labour power 

is met by a worsening supply of unqualified 
migrant workers”. She concludes that it is 
necessary to keep the best of the best in 
the country and attract qualified human 
resources from other countries to increase 
labour productivity.

Over the course of the next six years if 
Vladimir Putin manages to launch a full-
blown modernisation of the economy, attract 
investors, strike a balance between budget 
revenue and expenses while ‘keeping the 
peace’ in society, then it will be possible 
to evaluate yet another one of Putin’s 
presidential terms much more positively 
than Dmitry Medvedev’s job as president.

Mariya Selivanova,

Economic observer for RIA Novosti

Exclusively for Russian Survey

Vladimir Putin,
assumed office as the President
of the Russian Federation
© RIA Novosti, Aleksey Drujinin

RS pall
The following tasks stand before Vladimir 
Putin at the beginning of his term:

· Modernisation begun during Medvedev’s
rule

· Attracting foreign investors, put a stop to

· Capital outflow

· Reform the pension system

· Keep qualified labour power in the country 

Will the Putin 
administration find an 
effective solution to 
these problems? Vote 
on Russian-survey.
com, we value your 
opinion!

Russia’s competitive edge 
may be its receptive market 

and ‘smart economy’ 
based on knowledge and 

high-quality human capital

Most likely it will not be possible to cut down on expenses 
on social programmes, but the authorities will be 

forced to make social assistance more direct, which will 
probably help minimise budget expenses
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The Federal Antimonopoly Service (FAS) 
is preparing a whole series of amendments 
aimed at simplifying the procedure and time 
period for hearing on motions from foreign 
companies wishing to invest in strategy 
areas. Vladimir Putin (at that moment he 
was prime-minister) made this public at a 
meeting of a special committee that hears 
such motions.

Mr. Putin pointed out that these 
amendments should stimulate foreign 

businesses to work on projects in the 
strategy areas of Russia’s economy. One 
should not forget that currently investors 
looking to invest in such areas have to 
receive preliminary permission from FAS. 
Although (according to the former prime-
minister) the great majority (94%) of these 
motions are granted, the very need to plan 
for this bureaucratic hurdle has a negative 
impact on the level of investment in strategy 
areas. Following through on the Russian 

government’s initiative, the antimonopoly 
service suggested passing a law that would 
allow Russian enterprises in strategy areas 
to put up to 25% of these shares for sale on 
foreign stock markets.

But at the same time FAS will work on 
tightening control regarding the rules 
current in place, doing some patchwork on  
the Russian law that would make it possible 
for all foreign investors to invest in strategy 
areas without coordinating their actions with 
Russian authorities. In particular, the head 
of FAS Igor Artemiev indicated that new 
amendments forbidding foreign companies 
from making acquisitions in strategy areas if 
a Russian enterprise temporarily decides not 
to receive permission to register information 
considered a government secret will soon be 
ready.

Moscow did not crack the top 10 amongst 
international cities in the global financial 
centres index (the ranking is conducted 
yearly by the consulting company                     

Z/Yen Group). It is worth noting that 
Russia slipped to 65th from 61st (from 
the previous ranking). Based on that one 
can freely say that the efforts of federal 

and Moscow government officials in the 
context of implementing the ambitious plan 
“Moscow—leading international financial 
centre” have not been particularly effective. 

77 of the world’s largest financial centres took 
part in the research done by Z/Yen Group. 
The cities were evaluated based on such 
criteria as market access and infrastructure. 
It will be impossible to achieve the status as a 
large and full-fledged international financial 
centre without development the Russian 
securities market, improving the investment 
climate, decreasing the level of corruption 
and cutting down on bureaucratic red tape.

However, at the same time, the Russian 
capital made the top-10 for centres primed 
to broaden their influence.

Judging by the results of the poll conducted 
on Russian-survey.com Moscow definitely 
has the potential to join the ranks of large 
international financial centres. According to 
more than a quarter of respondents (26%) 
this could even happen in the next 5 years.

32% of poll participants are a bit more 
reserved; they think that Moscow will turn 
into a financial centre in 10 years. 18% of 
respondents figure that Moscow’s road to 
financial greatness will take 20 years, while 
24% answered that Moscow will never 
become an international financial centre.

Background information:
Strategy industries include geology study of subsurface resources and/or exploration 

and mining minerals on federal plot deposits, developing weaponry and military technical 

equipment; 2) working on actively manipulating geophysical processes and phenomena; 

treating nuclear matter and radioactive materials, etc are all considered to be strategy 

areas. 

INvESTINg IN STRATEgIc AREAS WILL BEcOME EASIER

26% OF RESPONDENTS ThINk ThAT MOScOW WILL 
BEcOME A FINANcIAL cENTRE IN 5 yEARS

Moscow City Business centre
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Increasing the rent burden on mineral 
mining was one of Vladimir Putin’s main 
points during his presidential campaign for 
modifying the tax system. In the document 
entitled “Main tax policy course for 2012-
2015”, which was approved at Putin’s last 
meeting as Prime Minister on May 3rd, 
the government more clearly outlined its 
intentions regarding the raw materials 
sector.

Mineral Extraction Tax (MET)

Increasing the rent burden on mineral 
mining was one of Vladimir Putin’s main 
points during his presidential campaign for 
modifying the tax system. In the document 
entitled “Main tax policy course for 2012-
2015”, which was approved at Putin’s last 
meeting as Prime Minister on May 3rd, 
the government more clearly outlined its 
intentions regarding the raw materials 
sector.

MET on Gas

Starting on July 1st, 2013 a new formula for 
calculating MET will be used for natural gas 
producers. This new system includes taking 
away 80% of any additional income from 
an increase in wholesale gas prices on the 
domestic market (higher than the forecast 
inflation rate). With that being said, cost 
increases on transporting gas and new tax 
payments (without allowances) into the 
budget for gas transportation infrastructure 
assets are not to be considered part of this 
additional income.

The government decided to nullify MET on 
coal bed methane. It is used primarily at 

individual mines on a need-basis. Many are 
hoping that this tax decrease will stimulate 
the use of coal bed methane for industrial 
purposes on a large scale.

MET on ‘difficult’ oil-fields

It seems as though the Ministry of Finance 
is interested in following up on suggestions 
made by “Strategy 2020” experts regarding 
modifying tax regulations in the oil industry. 
In 2013 the department is planning on 
looking into the possibility of shifting to a 
tax system which depends on the earnings 
from the financial and operational activities 
of particular companies and oil-fields. 
The Ministry of Finance warns that “the 

introduction of such mechanisms may lead 
to a complete overhaul of the resource rent 
tax system—starting with MET and export 
customs duties and ending with oil excise 
taxes”. Authors of “Strategy 2020” are 
pushing to completely do away with export 
customs duties on oil and oil products. 
Budget losses will be compensated for by 
an increase in MET and growth in profit 
tax payments due to the fact that oil and oil 
product prices will be equal on the domestic 
and foreign markets.

Taxing financial earnings will supposedly 
stimulate the development of new and 
“difficult” oil-fields. In addition to the 
effective 0% MET tax rate for onshore 
hydrocarbon exploration above the Artic 
Circle the government is aiming to develop 
new tax incentives for exploring all raw 
materials on the shelf and in the domestic 
waters.

Investment projects for exploring oil-fields 
where extraction is particularly difficult 
will be awarded special benefits. On May 
3rd Putin signed an order stating that the 
government should outline draft regulations 
for decreasing the current MET rate for 
such fields by October 1st. Depending 
on the project difficulty (there are four 
categories) the discount can be up to 50% 
of the current MET rate. Tax and customs 
terms for particular deposits should remain 
unchanged for 5-10 years. Additional 
allowances are to be made if the price of 
oil drops below $60 a barrel and/or any 
extraordinary circumstances are to occur. A 
decrease in export customs duties payments 

The Supreme Arbitration Court of the 
Russian Federation refused to examine the 
case regarding foreign banks operating on 
the Russian market through intermediaries 
(non-banking companies). This matter 
mostly concerns banking companies from 
the Baltic States (Latvia, Lithuania, and 
Estonia) whose legislation allows banks 
to raise depositors’ funds without their 
actually being in the bank’s office. Taking 
advantage of this opportunity, foreign 
banks operated on the Russian market 
not through branch offices or subsidiary 
banks, but rather through regular firms 
that did not have a banking licence. This 
allowed banks to significantly decrease their 
expenses on conducting business and get 
rid of administrative control from the Central 

Bank of Russia. However, this way of 
conducting business indirectly contradicted 
the very instructions of the Central Bank 
which insisted upon regulating these 
‘unlicensed’ intermediaries in one way or 
another. Interestingly enough, the Central 
Bank was not the one to take this matter 
to court, but rather the companies putting 
money on the deposit accounts of the 
banks of such intermediaries and then in 
turn not receiving these funds when one of 
the banks that went bankrupt took a legal 
action. These companies, following the 
Central Bank of Russia’s lead, insisted that 
since they deposited these funds through 
an intermediary working in Russia, then 
Russian legal practices should be applied 
for returning this money. It is worth noting 

that this also meant that the Bank of Russia 
could heftily fine these intermediaries, while 
their way of conducting business would be 
considered illegal.

The Presidium of the Supreme Arbitration 
Court of Russia examined all these 
arguments and ruled that this matter 
does not fall under its jurisdiction since all 
disputes regarding deposits in foreign banks 
which do not have official branches and 
subsidiary companies in Russia are to be 
considered in a court of the country where 
the bank is located. Therefore, the Russian 
arbitration decided not to forbid such 
business practices, but merely pointed out 
that depositors face certain risks.

BRIEF NEWS

MINERAL ExTRAcTION TAx (MET)

FOREIgN BANkS NOW ALLOWED TO OPERATE 
WIThOuT INTERMEDIARIES
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The Russian authorities continue their 
“crusade” against offshore-declared 
income. In early March then-Prime 
Minister Vladimir Putin demanded 
lawmakers to consider a motion by which 
Russian residents would have to declare 
and pay income tax on their overseas-based 
assets. The Federal Tax Service has fulfilled 
this directive, developing a draft amendment 
to the Tax Code, according to which 
special rules will apply to sums transferred 
by Russian organisations to companies 
registered in offshore zones. 

In particular, it was proposed that Russian 
taxpayers be forbidden from counting sums 
transferred to offshore companies among 
costs, therefore reducing their taxable 
income. This ban applies to all kinds of 

costs, including for works, services, interest 
on loans, etc.

Russian companies will be able to avoid this 
by presenting documentation to the Tax 
Service proving that they have no control 
over the beneficiaries of these payments; 
i.e. the organisations are in no way 
interdependent. However, even in this case, 
taxes paid in offshore zones must be no less 
than 50% of the amount the organisation 
involved would otherwise have to pay in 
Russia; if the difference is greater, then the 
Russian organisation would have to pay the 
amount saved in the form of a tax to the 
Russian Federation.

Another  way  to  reduce  the  tax  burden  
on such payments is to recognise 
that the offshore company involved is   
interdependent.   This   way,   payments 

in favour of the said company would be 
considered separately and taxed at 9%, as 
opposed to 20%.

These are, as we can see, rather tough 
measures, and could have a significant effect 
on the level of foreign investments into the 
Russian economy. Issuers of Eurobonds 
placed through foreign stock exchanges 
have particularly suffered in connection 
with this. In order to exempt the coupon 
payments on said bonds from taxation, 
they would need to begin very complex 
negotiations with foreign stock exchanges 
to disclose information. Also, according to 
experts, were this amendment to come into 
force, it would be an additional burden on 
businesses larger than half a billion dollars 
in size.

All of these points were discussed in the State 
Duma, where the government introduced 
the draft amendment. As a result, by the 
second reading the amendment became 
far more friendly to foreign investors. 
The requirement to disclose information 
on coupon payments on Eurobonds has 
disappeared entirely. This means that if 
this version of the amendment comes into 
force, Russian companies paying coupon 
payments would not be obliged to withhold 
taxes on profits from these payments.

However, not all issuers can expect such 
relief; there are two conditions. First of 
all, the company who issued the securities 
must be registered in a country with an 
agreement in place with Russia. Secondly, 
the exchange where the bond is held, along 
with the depository and clearing-house, 

must be among those recognised by Russian 
regulators, namely the Federal Service 
for Financial Markets and the Ministry of 
Finance.

Thus, the lawmakers listened to the negative 
assessment of the new tax rules given 
by many experts upon the amendment’s 
introduction to the State Duma.

Please note that one more, intermediate, 
option for taxing coupon payments was also 
introduced in the State Duma, providing for 
their tax exemption from only until 2013. As 
of 1 January 2013, only those payments that 
do not go to an offshore jurisdiction would 
remain tax-exempt. However, deputies did 
not approve this option. Furthermore, as a 
result of the discussion of the full exemption 
from tax of coupon payments, it was 
proposed to extend the ruling to all payments 
made after 1 January 2007. This means 
that legislators intend to protect foreign 
investors from any possible claims from tax 
authorities on any previous payments made 
within the time limits of tax audits.

Alexey Krainev

Exclusively for Russian Survey

for superviscous oil is guaranteed for the 
next 10 years.

MET on other exported raw 
materials

The tax for miners of other minerals (metals, 
salts and construction materials) is to be 
reformed using the analogue of specific 
customs MET rates for coal.

Currently, the specific customs MET rates 
for coal are set based on a formula and 
depend on global coal prices.

Also using this analogue the government 
will look into setting up MET rates for 
minerals, whose proportion of export 
accounts for more than 50%, depending on 
global prices for that raw material. Regions 
will be authorised to set MET rates for the 
most widespread minerals (sand, crushed 
rock, plaster, clay, peat).

Andrey Chernyavsky from the Centre for 
Development for the Higher School of 
Economics claims that “Gazprom’s tax 
burden will increase even more, but not 

significantly, which is not the case for the 
rest of the raw materials sector (a decrease 
in burden is expected) due to allowances. 
This tax manoeuvre on the part of the 
government practically speaking will include 
a tax increase for the non-oil raw material 
sector”.

Andrei Susarov,

Tax observer for the Moscow News 

Exclusively for Russian Survey

BRIEF NEWS

TAxES TO ThREATEN OFFShORE cOMPANIES

According to experts, were this amendment
to come into force, it would be an additional 

burden on businesses larger than half a billion 
dollars in size
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For an inside look at the foreign investors’ 
perceptions with regard to Russia’s 
investment climate, working conditions 
inclusive, it is best to turn to the top 
representative of an organisation that 
has already spent 17 years promoting the 
interests of foreign businesses in Russia. 
Despite all the economic crises and 
political changes, foreign businesses are 
not losing interest in working in  Russia. 
The Association for European Business 
(AEB) whose work is geared towards (but 
not limited to) attracting foreign investors 
can freely take most of the credit for this. 
Dr. Frank Schauff, the Association’s CEO, 
tells us more about the AEB, its day to day 
activities and challenges faced.

- The presidential election was recently 
held in Russia. Do you feel this event 
bodes well for foreign investors? What 
do you expect from Vladimir Putin’s new 
term?

- The AEB is not expecting any drastic 
changes. Economic bonds develop 
irrespective of short-term political issues. 
Mr. Vladimir Putin as President and Prime 
Minister has always had good relations 
with European investors. One can notice 
a positive trend that over the course of the 
last 10-12 years investments have increased 
significantly. This trend is not only seen 
within the energy sector: investments have 
increased within the pharmaceutical and 
automotive industries, to mention but a 

few, as well as in trade related activities. 
For example, projects in Kaluga and the 
Kaluga region are being implemented not 
only in automobile production, but in the 
pharmaceutical and construction materials 
industries. This process is in full-swing and 
will continue.

- How did AEB members react to the 
fact that Russia joined the World Trade 
Organisation (WTO)?

- That was an important development for  
foreign investors. By joining the WTO, 
Russia will increase its competitiveness 
on the world market. Additionally, Russian 
entrepreneurs will be able to invest more 
effectively in new technology. We believe 

WE PRESENT A cONSOLIDATED POSITION

Dr. Frank Sсhauff,
Chief Executive Officer, Association of European Businesses in Russia

T
hE chIEF ExEcuTIvE OFFIcER OF ThE ASSOcIATION OF EuROPEAN BuSINESSES - ThE LARgEST ORgANISATION, 

WhIch BRINgS TOgEThER OvER 650 EuROPEAN cOMPANIES WORkINg IN RuSSIA, TOOk ThE TIME TO ANSWER A 

FEW OF RuSSIAN SuRvEy’S quESTIONS.
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that Russia’s membership in the WTO 
will lead to a stronger and more productive 
partnership between the Russian Federation 
and the European Union (EU), especially, 
given the fact that nearly 50% of trade and 
the majority of foreign investments come 
directly from EU.

Although the current investment flow is not 
at its optimum, to a large extent, due to the 
past financial crisis, from which Europe, 
like the rest of the world, is now recovering, 
we hope that the worst of it will soon pass, 
while long-term business interests between 
Russia and Europe will be preserved.

- You are probably tired of hearing this 
question, but nevertheless, do you believe 
that corruption is the main problem 
facing foreign businesses in the Russian 
Federation?

- Corruption is obviously a very important 
topic. Everyone is aware of the adverse 
impact this phenomenon has on economic 
development and foreign investment. Even 

key government leaders do not deny its 
existence; hence, their commitment to the 
development and implementation of anti-
corruption measures. Naturally, corruption 
has a negative impact on Russia’s image 
abroad. The process of getting connected 
to power lines, for example, is expensive, 
bureaucratised and very long. It is obvious 
that the more bureaucratised the process is 
the more chances there are for corruption.

Of course, sometimes, the bureaucratic 
machine works, like in the Kaluga region, 
where these issues are resolved quickly.

- How much easier is it for the AEB to work 
now, in comparison with when it was just 
formed?

- We witnessed the ‘wild’ 90’s; therefore, 
one can say that the progress is evident. 
Of course not everything is problem-free. 
Legislation initiatives are one of the main 
problems today. Sometimes, the Duma 
passes some ‘unrefined’ laws that call for 
too short of a transition period. Of course 

a transition period is necessary (this is 
standard practice in Europe), but in Russia, 
this period is often too short. This is one of 
the issues that the AEB brings up during 
meetings held between top representatives 
of the Association and Russian ministries 
and parastatals.

- On that note, how can one assess the 
cooperation between the AEB and Russian 
governmental bodies - do they respond 
to your suggestions in a constructive 
manner?

- We present a consolidated position and 
that is very important. As a result, almost 
all the issues presented by us before the 
Russian government receive attention: their 
response may not always meet our exact 
expectation, but they do receive attention.

Interviewed by Sergei Slavin, 

Russia Survey’s Economic observer 

ASSOCIATION OF EUROPEAN BUSINESS (AEB)
(from 1995 to 2004—The European Business Club in Russia)
· was founded in 1995 due to the initiative of a few companies working on the Russian market, ambassadors from the EU and the head of the

Representation of the European Commission in the Russian Federation,

· brings together more than 650 European companies and banks (from small and/or new to large multinational corporations from all across 
urope) working in Russia. Numerous large Russian, American, Japanese and other companies are members of the Association;

· is a unique organisation that acts as a networking tool for Russian and European business circles. The main goal of AEB is to improve the
rade and investment climate in Russia to benefit the company members and enhance the image of Russia aboard in an attempt to better the 
business environment within the country and attract foreign investors;

· holds about 100 conferences, seminars, briefings and round tables yearly dedicated to the most pressing issues facing businesses in Russia.
Russian government ministers, members of the Duma (Russian parliament), leaders in key economic sectors and companies, heads of 
Russian regional administrations, official representatives of international foreign organisations, independent experts and successful 
European and Russian entrepreneurs regularly give presentations within the confines of the Association’s events called “Dialogue with 
European Business”. AEB always participates in the EC-Russia Industrialists’ Round Table and other international investment forums held 
in Saint Petersburg and Sochi.

Structure. The general assembly of the Association’s members is granted the ultimate authority. The assembly is elected by the Council of 
the national representation which is comprised of representatives (one each) from each business association or national business community 
of EU member states and the European association of free trade and also an Executive Committee with 9 people (one of which is selected to 
be the Executive Committee Chairman). Currently, the Chairman is Rainer Hartmann, the head of E.ON Ruhrgas representation in Moscow. 
The Executive Committee designates a General Director (currently Frank Shauff) to ensure that the organisation is functioning properly. The 
Association members follow through on their interests by participating in various committees. There are currently 40 committees and task 
forces that bring the companies together based on relations within and across industries.

Consulting. The Association utilises the skills of European and Russian experts for consulting Russian government officials and member 
companies regarding legal, financial and economic issues. In particular, the Association helps coordinate interaction between different firms 
to guarantee reliability and transparency in investment activities and discusses different issues regarding human resources and corporate 
management.

Lobbying. The Association acts in the interests of its members when establishing contacts and working closely with EU authorities and 
holds regular consultations with a wide range of government officials. In general, these actions are initiated by the Association’s Executive 
Committee or one of its committees. The European Commission consults with the Association on a regular basis about financial and trade/
economic relations with the Russian Federation. The multi-leveled bi-lateral relations structure increases the European business community’s 
involvement in this process and opens up new opportunities. AEB is committed to complete transparency, a high level of professionalism and 
a finely-tuned response system to arising problems (that has been perfected over the years) when dealing with lobbying concerns.

Government and business partnership. In an effort to express the interests of its members, the Association is constantly interacting with 
European governmental bodies in Brussels and the Russian government to improve Russia’s investment climate, including all of the following: 
developing an institutional framework for conducting business, aligning and synchronising European and Russian standards and legislation, 
optimising customs control, simplifying the visa process and supporting efforts aimed at making economic reforms.
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“Strategy 2020” experts note that the 
Russian labour market has its own unique 
features. The older workforce is not 
particularly mobile, has a great turnover, 
high expenses due to the inflexibility of the 
labour legislation, inflated expectations 
regarding compensation, big social 
encumbrances for both employers and 
employees. But, on the other hand, salaries 
are incredibly flexible and adapt to any 
radical shocks that may take place at the 
firm. The level of employee social protection 
is inflated only in theory—in reality it is 
much lower than in other countries.

The main problem boils down to the fact 
that from 2011 to 2020 the number of 

economically active citizens (currently 75 
million) will decrease by at least 10 million 
workers while the percentage of retired 
people will rise from 22% to 26% of the 
country’s residents. Experts concluded 
that no matter how the country develops an 
increase in different types of migrant workers 
is necessary. “Strategy 2020” states that it 
would be ideal if there was a yearly inflow of 
250,000-300,000 foreign workers.

Up to this point migration policies have 
been focused mainly on temporary labour 
migration and were a bit constrictive; these 
initiatives did not allow for migrant workers 
to become fully integrated into Russian 
society. This deficiency impacted the quality 
of labour migration. The costs of legalising 
migrant workers are so high that these 
‘guest workers’ are no longer competitive 
on the labour  market. The cheapness of 

FOREIgN INvESTORS ARE NOT LOOkINg FOR MIgRANT 
WORkERS IN RuSSIA

What is “Strategy 2020”
Short overview

At the beginning of 2011 Prime Minister Vladimir Putin called upon a group of experts to develop a strategy for economic growth in Russia 

up until 2020. 21 expert task forces were established for all spheres of society from macro-economics and health care to cutting down 

on bureaucratic red-tape and strengthening Russia’s influence on the global market. Yaroslav Kuzminov, Rector of the national research 

university “Higher School of Economics”, and Vladimir Mau, Rector of The Russian Presidential Academy of National Economy and Public 

Administration are heading up this project.

Representatives of federal and regional government bodies, the Russian Academy of Sciences, universities, successful groups of entrepreneurs 

are also taking part in this project. A final report was published in the middle of March.

T
hE NuMBER OF EcONOMIcALLy AcTIvE cITIzENS IN RuSSIA IS ShRINkINg. gOvERNMENT hIRED ExPERTS (AuThORS 

OF ThE STRATEgy FOR ThE cOuNTRy’S EcONOMIc DEvELOPMENT uP uNTIL 2020) FEEL ThAT IS IMPORTANT TO 

ENTIcE BLuE-cOLLAR IMMIgRANT WORkERS By MORE AcTIvELy cREATINg A FRAMEWORk FOR ASSIMILATION 

INTO RuSSIAN SOcIETy. hOWEvER, INDEPENDENT ANALySTS BELIEvE ThAT FOREIgN INvESTORS WITh ThEIR PRODucTION 

FAcILITIES ARE uNLIkELy TO cATER TO FOREIgN LABOuR  POWER. ONLy hIghLy-quALIFIED SPEcIALISTS hAvE A cOMPETITIvE 

EDgE IRRESPEcTIvE OF ThEIR cOuNTRy OF ORIgIN.

The older workforce 
is not particularly 
mobile, has a great 

turnover, high 
expenses due to the 
inflexibility of labour 

legislation, inflated 
expectations regarding 

compensation, big 
social encumbrances 
for both employers 

and employees
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migrant labour power is mainly connected 
with its illegal segment. As a result, the 
great majority of migrant workers in Russia 
come from the countries of Central Asia and 
South Caucasus,  and they lack an adequate 
education, Russian language and career 
skills.

Naturally, foreign investors opening up 
production facilities in Russia assess the 
resource pool (including human resources) 
of their future firms. One of the authors 
of “Strategy 2020”, Valery Mironov 
from the Centre for Development of the 
National University “Higher School of 
Economics”(HSE) notes that although 

Western firms are much more labour - heavy 
(relative to Russian firms), they still need 
less workers and the fraction of labour  costs 
is lower than at our old factories. But, foreign 
companies need more qualified labour power 
for operating more advanced technology. 
Mironov is convinced that “therefore, 
investors are drawn to those regions that 
Russians naturally gravitate towards—the 
Centre (Moscow, Moscow region), the 
Northwest near/in Saint Petersburg and the 
South (Krasnodar territory, Rostov region). 
These regions are even capable of enticing 
relatively qualified labour power from 
Belarus and the Ukraine. It is easy to lure 
them away using the internet. There should 
not be any problems with labour power here. 
Currently, the country is lacking investors/
projects, not workers.”

Natalya Zubarevich, the Director of the 
Regional Programme at the Independent 
Institute for Social Policy, agrees with 
Mironov regarding the fact that foreign 
investors are exclusively geared toward 
migration within Russia. The analyst points 
out that “the Kaluga car assembly cluster is 
now attracting workers from Tolyatti where 
the largest Russian producer of automobiles 
“Avtovaz” is located”. Even top management 
which originally was comprised mostly of 
foreigners is now gradually shifting to high-
qualified local specialists.

Zubarevich asserts that cheap migrant 
labour power is not so much needed for 

the intensive development of the Russian 
economy, rather it is to be used for keeping 
old, backward industrial sectors afloat. 
Zubarevich predicts that “Russians are not 
particularly willing to work for little pay in 
the old industrial sector, especially in big 
cities. There is a labour deficit in that area 
which low-qualified labour  migrants will 
most likely fill up”.

Marat Valiev, from the project financing 
department of the consulting company 
“Grant Thornton” in Russia, says that the 
claim that rapid economic growth in Russia 
is not possible without increasing the 
inflow of foreign migrant labour  resources 
needs supportive arguments for credibility, 

The costs of legalising 
migrant workers are so 
high that these ‘guest 

workers’ are no longer 
competitive on the 

labour  market. The 
cheapness of migrant 

labour  power is mainly 
connected with its illegal 

segment 

cheap migrant labour 
power is not so much 

needed for the 
intensive development 

of the Russian economy, 
rather it is to be used 

for keeping old, 
backward industrial 

sectors afloat
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as the temptation is always there to go for 
extensive development driven by just adding 
more resources to the process, rather than 
opting for intensive development geared 
by raising operations efficiency, including 
labour  efficiency. He notes that “this is not a 
secret that overall labour efficiency in Russia 
yields to that in the leading economies. 
Studies show that some industries in Russia 
display extreme two-digit gap in that factor.”

Investors seek those people who (a) have 
the best qualifications, and (b) can speak 
common language with the investors. 
And the latter is not so much about the 
command of English or other languages, but 
about understanding both cultures of Russia 
and the one that investors are comfortable 

with. If they cannot find such personnel 
locally, they are interested in bringing those 
right people from abroad. Valiev claims that 
“this explains the number of expats working 
for multinational corporations in Moscow 
despite higher cost of employment for them. 
In that sense, professional migration in 
Russia is a key factor to foreign investors.” 

Mr Valiev draws attention to the fact that 
foreign businessmen are limited by the 

expensiveness of highly-qualified labour 
power. The cost of hiring skilled foreigners 
in Russia is certainly higher than those 
for locals. Firstly, this should not be so, 
and the new professional migration policy 
should open the Russian labour market 
to international professionals setting 

competition. If we take other well-known 
global locations with a lot of international 
personnel, we will not see the situation 
of differentiating locals and foreigners. 
Opening the Russian labour market is called 
to remove its exclusivity in a way for those 
who succeeded in resolving the difficulties 
set by the Russian migration policy. 
Secondly, the cost is always the reversed of 
the profit. As long as the costly global minds 
with top expertise deliver good value, hiring 
them is economically feasible.

On the other hand, construction and other 
basic service industries would need workers 
who would deliver basic professional 
performance at a reasonable rate. The 
emphasis, if tried to be set, will be dependent 
on the field of employment and industry. 
Therefore, it is overall opening of the labour 
market for international workforce that 
should be the actual priority of the migration 
policy improvement.

Andrei Susarov,

Tax observer for the Moscow News 

Exclusively for Russian Survey

The cost of hiring skilled foreigners in Russia 
is certainly higher than those for locals. And 
the new professional migration policy should 

open the Russian labour market to international 
professionals setting competition
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BREAkDOWN
MARkET
ThE RuSSIAN AuTOMOBILE MARkET IN 2012 IS 

ShOWINg SLOW, BuT STEADy gROWTh 

The auto industry is one of the priority 
sectors in the Russian economy. The 
government heavily finances the industry in 
all ways possible (starting with utilisation 
programmes and ending with giving foreign 
producers certain allowances) and this has 
helped the market hit the ground running 
after the crisis.

According to statistics from the Association 
of European Business (AEB), in 2011 sales 
of new cars and commercial cars (excluding 
heavy trucks) in Russia exceeded 2.65 
million units—this is 39% higher than the 
2010 figure. Thus, the Russian market was 
the fastest-growing in the world in terms 
of growth rate. Germany took 2nd place 

with an 11% growth rate, while the USA 
was 3rd with 9%. At the same time the 
Russian market is still significantly lagging 
between these two countries “in physical 
terms”. In monetary terms the market boost 
looks even more impressive: according 
to PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) data, 

growth reached almost $60 billion (a 70% 
hike).

The AEB forecasts an increase in new car 
and commercial auto (excluding heavy 
trucks) sales by 8% this year—a jump up 
to 2.85 million units. However, it is worth 
pointing out that over the past four months of 

Lada Priora model on the AvtoVAZ assembly line in TOLYATTI 
(с) RIA Novosti, Andrey Holmov

Experts point out that the market has not completely 
lived up to its potential yet; in 2012 further growth is 

expected. Experts cannot seem to agree upon the exact 
numerical value of this growth, but there is no doubt 

that the market will be steadily expanding
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MARKET BREAKDOWN

this year the market grew by 18%--880,540 
thousand cars were sold in the Russian 
Federation (AEB statistics). David Tomas, 
the chairman of the AEB auto producer 
committee, believes that two factors mainly 
contribute to this growth—people in the 
country are lacking personal automobiles  
(1 car for every 4 people) and a lot of cars 
are outdated.

Stanley Root, the automobile market service 
director, claims that in 2012 in the best case 
scenario the market will increase up to 2.8 
million cars, in the worst case scenario the 
market will remain unchanged or even fall 
by 8%. In the short term only a surge in car 
loan rates (mostly for automobiles part of 
the concessional lending programme) can 
make that statistic worse. One should also 
understand that almost half of budget cars 
are bought on credit.

Auto producers have their own predictions 
for this year. Aleksei Kalitsev, sales director 
for the company “Hyundai Motor CSI”, 
stated that Hyundai is planning on selling 
20% more cars in the Russian Federation 
(based on last year’s statistics, the company 
sold 149,000 automobiles). He noted that if 
the market keeps up the pace it set in the 
beginning of the year then the overall sales 
volume on the Russian market for this year 
will be 2.8-2.9 million cars.

The Head of Nissan Motor in Russia, 
Francois Goupil de Bouille, said that the 
company is intending on bumping up sales 
in the Russian Federation by 10%, bringing 
them up to 200,000 machines. Based on 
Nissan estimates, automobile sales in 
Russia may hit a mark of 3 million new cars.

Key events and deals

The main event in 2011 in the auto 
industry was when Russian governmental 
authorities and numerous large foreign and 
Russian companies signed an agreement 
about establishing a new system for 
manufacturing assembly. According to 

the new rules companies are supposed 
to keep at least 40% of their automobile 
production within Russia. Also they should 
manufacture engines and transmissions 
in Russia. Sollers-Ford, Volkswagen, Fiat, 
Mazda, GM and consortiums of “AvtoVAZ”, 
Renault-Nissan, “Izhavto”, KAMAZ and 
OAG signed these agreements. According 
to The Ministry of Economic Development 
and Trade of the Russian Federation, 
investments as part of these agreements 
will amount to more than $5 billion, while 
2 million automobiles will be manufactured 
a year.

The American corporation Ford and the 
Russian automobile company Sollers 
entered into the biggest agreement in the 
industry in June of last year when they signed 
a contract about forming an equal joint 
venture company with a capacity of 350,000 
cars a year. An estimated 74.5 billion roubles 
a year (up until 2020) are to be invested in 
this project (41.1 billion roubles of which 
are to be spent on developing production 
capacities).

Initially Sollers was planning on forming 
a joint venture company with the Italian 
corporation Fiat (they even signed a 
memorandum of cooperation in 2010), but 
the companies cut off negotiations in the 
middle of February 2011. Earlier Sollers’ 
production facilities manufactured “older 
models” of the Fiat Ducato. In September 
of 2011 Sollers signed a contract with Fiat 
about transferring sales and service rights to 
the Italian brand’s automobiles in Russia (to 
be effective starting on January 1st, 2012).

At the end of October 2011 one of the 
largest eastern European automobile 
production facilities “AvtoVAZ” closed 
a deal regarding the acquisition of the 
bankrupt “Izhavto” facility in Udmurt for 
1.7 billion roubles. The production facility 
pretty much became a subsidiary company 
of the “automobile giant” from Tolyatti 
and from now on will manufacture cars 
under the brand names Lada, Renault 
and Nissan. Originally the South Korean 
company Hyundai Motors showed its 
interest in the factory (they even signed 
a memorandum  of  understanding  with 
the government of the Udmurtiy republic). 
This Korean business were planning on 
manufacturing a few hundred thousand 
Kia and Hyundai automobiles a year in 
Russia. However, in December of 2011 
Sberbank, “AvtoVAZ” and the government 
corporation “Russian Technologies” signed 
a memorandum of understanding for the 
long-term development and modernisation 
of the factory. “AvtoVAZ” committed itself to 

investing 7 billion roubles in the project over 
the course of the next few years.

In February 2011, after breaking off the 
deal with Sollers, Fiat signed a letter 
about its intention to form a joint venture 
company with Sberbank (80% of company 
will belong to Fiat and 20% to Sberbank). 
An agreement about constructing a factory 
with full –cycle production and a 120,000 
car yearly capacity in Russia’s “northern 
capital” is to be signed at the St. Petersburg 
International Economic Forum. Fiat-
Chrysler (Chrysler Group in which Fiat 
owns a 58.5% stake will also take part in 
this project as an investor) investments in 
constructing a factory for off-road vehicle 
Jeep production could possibly amount to 
€850 million.

In April it became known that the company 
“Avtotor Holding” from Kaliningrad jointly 
with the Canadian company Magna will 
form an automobile cluster with a yearly 
capacity of 350,000 cars in the Kaliningrad 
region. Production facilities of “Avtotor’s” 
current partners (BMW, GM, Kia) will join 
this exclusive group. A relevant agreement 
is to be signed by the regional government 
in the near future. 21 new factories are to be 
built (6 of them being total cycle automobile 
factories and 15 being auto parts factories). 
€2.5 billion will be invested in the industrial 
part of this project and another €500 will be 
put towards the civil part. The companies 
will form a joint venture on the basis of OOO 
“Magna Nizhniy Novgorod 2” for further 
cooperation with Magna. “Avtotor” can use 
the “dormant” agreement from 2008 (with 
less strict rules) about industrial assembly. 
This will allow the Russian company to 
maintain its customs privileges after 2016.

In the beginning of May the alliance   
Renault-Nissan and “Russian Technologies” 
declared that they agreed to form a joint 
venture company for buying the majority 
stake in “AvtoVAZ”. The deal will “set the 
alliance back” $750 million (Renault is 
going to invest $300 million in the project, 
while Nissan will invest $450) plus the 
$1 billion already spent on purchasing the 
production facilities’ stake. The alliance 
will receive a 67.13% stake in the joint 
venture. “The whole joint venture will own 
74.5% of “AvtoVAZ’s” shares. In exchange 
“Russian Technologies” agree to stretch out 
the payment period for the credit-free 46 
billion roubles ($1.56 billion) loan to 20-30 
years for the “automobile giant”. The deal 
is to be closed in 2014. However its details 
are subject to change since the signed 
agreement is merely an intent declaration 
without any legal force.

People in the country 
are lacking personal 
automobiles (1 car 

for every 4 people) 
and a lot of cars are 

outdated. Almost half 
of budget cars are 
boughton credit
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Knocking on WTO’s door

Another key event for the Russian 
automobile industry was the wrapping up of 
negotiations regarding Russia’s accession to 
the WTO. By joining this organisation, now 
Russians will pay a 25% customs fee for new 
imported vehicles and this “payment” will 
stay at the same level for the next 3 years. 
From 2014-2017 this 25% fee will gradually 
be evenly reduced each year down to %15.

Used cars (from 3 to 7 years old) will receive 
an even less significant “discount”. Upon 
joining WTO Russian consumers will only 
have to pay a 25% customs fee as compares 
to the current 35%, eventually this fee will 
drop to 20%.

As for foreign used cars older than 7 years, 
prohibitive duties will remain unchanged 
(meaning that they practically cannot be 
imported).

A decrease in the customs specific rate will 
accompany these other changes. Currently 
this rate is €1.2-2.8 per cubic cm. for an 
engine. Ultimately, once this procedure 
becomes finalised the customs specific rate 
for used automobiles aging from 3-7 years 
old will be €0.7-1.6. For automobiles older 
than 7 years the current prohibitive duties 
ranging from €2.5 to 5.8 per cubic cm. for an 
engine will remain unchanged.

Fiercer competition, but no price 
drop

Another key event for the Russian Experts 
agree that after Russia’s accession to WTO 
competition in the automobile industry will 
intensify, a rich product assortment will 
appear which will play into the hands of the 
final consumer.

But this does not mean that any radical 
changes in import or price levels are foreseen 
in 2012.

Customs duties will gradually decrease 
while new automobile and fuel prices (and 
as a result, transportation expenses) will 
rise, therefore it is unlikely that purchasing 
an automobile is going to become more 
profitable for Russians.

Leonid Kostroma, the director of PwC 
analysts department in Russia, is not exactly 
expecting there will an increase in foreign 
used car imports. Based on his estimates the 
customs rate decrease from 35% to 25% 
will lead to no more than a 7% decrease in 
final automobile cost.

In the future there is a good chance that 
used cars will flood the market and there 
will be a shift in the market towards South 
Korean and Chinese producers.

It will be particularly interesting to see 
what happens with Russian brands. Bruno 
Anselena, the director general of Renault 
in Russia, believes that the demand for 
Russian-made cars may fall dramatically (up 
to 20% in the long-run) due to this decrease 
in customs fees. He thinks that if there is an 
abundance of affordable cars Russian will 
prefer a used, but solid foreign brand over a 
new, but not very reliable and lower quality 
Russian-made car.

A fair amount of automobile market analysts 
agree with this thesis and they suggest 
that the share of domestic “automotive 
equipment” on the local market will decline 
from 65% to 45% over the next 4 years. At 
the same time the internal domestic used 
car market will grow by 15% in 2013, while 
this figure will jump to 30% in 2015. That is 
to say that a customs fee reduction may lead 
cause the domestic car market to age and 
the number of automobiles manufactured in 
the country to take a dive.

The new market conditions are a great 
motivating source for local production 
facilities. Over the 7-year transition phase 
the domestic auto industry should learn to 
hold its own. The main issue boils down to 
whether or not local production facilities 
will be able to completely restructure 
and reorganise to guarantee good quality 

products while keeping expenses at a 
minimum. If not, then the local market shall 
face the awful doom that struck the Polish 
market. After Poland joined the WTO in 
the beginning of the 90’s the majority of 
automobile factories shut down because 
they could keep up with the incredible flow 
of new and used cars from the West.

Mariya Zakharova,

RIA Novosti correspondent

Exclusively for Russian Survey

MARKET BREAKDOWN

FYI from RS:

Based on 2011 statistics “LADA” brand 
automobiles (AvtoVAZ) head up the list of 
the most popular cars in Russia. AvtoVAZ 
has consistently established itself as a 
leader in the market and is not planning on 
going anywhere soon. The following brands 
also made the TOP-10:

1. LADA

2. Renault

3. Chevrolet

4. Kia

5. Nissan

6. Hyundai

7. Toyota

8. Ford

9. Daewoo

10. VW

The German trio (Mercedes-Benz, BMW, 
Audi in that order) are buried in the 20’s 
in this ranking. This is largely due to the 
cost of these cars (starting at a little over 1 
million roubles). Honda, Lexus and Land 
Rover are also in the 20’s. Volvo is 30th. 
Mostly Chinese brands are in the 30’s. 
Dodge (50th) and Chrysler (51st) round 
out the list.

Now that Russia 
has joined WTO 

automobile companies 
which have built 

factories in Russia will 
receive compensation 
for doing so, but the 

compensation logistics 
have not been worked 

out yet

Even The Ministry of Economic Development 
and Trade believes that after joining WTO 

Russian car production (excluding heavy trucks) 
may decrease by 58% by 2014 (relative to 

2010 production levels), while truck production 
will fall by 98%
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Currently, a lot of foreign companies set up 
subsidiary companies in Russia which use 
the foreign holding company’s (trademark 
owner’s) brand name.

However, companies do not always take 
into consideration the fact that trademark 
protection in Russia is only valid if it is 
registered internationally or nationally. 
International registration is deemed 
lawful only if the trademark is registered 
in accordance with the Madrid Agreement 
Concerning the International Registration 
of Marks dated April 14th, 1891 and its 
accompanying Protocol dated June 28th, 
1989, which are both legally-binding 
in Russia. The International Bureau 
for Intellectual Property is the body 
that processes international trademark 
registration.

The Russian Agency for Patents and 
Trademarks is responsible for providing 
Russian registration (in accordance with 
the Russian law).

According to the Civil Code of the Russian 
Federation rights for using a trademark 
can only be awarded to the user of this 
trademark only on the basis of a license 
(sub-license) agreement. The agreement 
should contain conditions about right of use 
of the trademark, where it can be used and 
compensation to be paid to the trademark 
owner. The license agreement for trademark 
use should be in writing, is subject to 

mandatory government registration and is 
considered valid once it is registered.

Subsidiary companies often use trademarks 
without receiving written permission 
(without a license agreement) from the 
holding company (trademark owner). 
It is against the Russian law to use the 
trademark and one runs the risk of being 
criminally or administratively prosecuted, 
and consequently, fined and/or have their 
good with the trademark confiscated. 
Individuals unlawfully using trademarks 
may be held criminally liable by the police, 
customs control or the Federal Service for 
Supervision of Consumer Rights Protection 
and Human Welfare.

It is also unlawful if the holding company 
grants the subsidiary company trademark 
use rights orally or in a letter specifying 
that the subsidiary company is permitted 
to use the trademark. The main risk in this 
case is the possibility of disputes with tax 
authorities regarding taxation. 

If a properly documented and registered 
license agreement about providing 
trademark use rights is lacking, then there 
is a risk that the expenses of the holding 
company dealing with using this trademark 
(payments made to the holding company or 

advertisement) cannot be counted as part of 
the company’s expenses when calculating 
profit taxes. This means that the subsidiary 
company is obligated to pay additional profit 
taxes from this amount into the Russian 
Federation budget.

Therefore, in order to minimise risks 
associated with the subsidiary company’s 
trademark use (granted by the foreign 
holding company/trademark owner) in the 
Russian Federation it is necessary to adhere 
to the following requirements:

1. The trademark should be registered and 
protected in accordance with legislative 
and regulatory acts ratified by the Russian 
Federation or in accordance with Russian 
Federation law, 

2. The act of providing trademark use 
rights should be documented in a license 
(sublicense) agreement registered in the 
Russian Service for Patents and Trademarks.

ICLC is willing to professionally prepare and 

register license agreements for providing 

trademark use rights.

PROBLEM
SOLuTIONto

from

TO MAkE SuRE ThAT TRADEMARkS
DO NOT BEcOME PROBLEMATIc 

If a company is lacking 
any of the stated 

trademark registrations, 
then any individual 

can use that trademark 
in any way or he/she 
can claim ownership of 

this trademark
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List of R&D has been updated

Starting on January 1st, 2012 by the 
Government Ordinance No. 96 dated 
February 16th, 2012 the list of research and 
development projects whose actual expenses 
(for profit tax purposes) will be calculated 
with a coefficient of 1.5 was changed.

The list can be found in the new text 
and contains explicit descriptions of a 
greater number of research projects and 
developments. The list can be divided into 
the following enlarged categories: ‘The 
Nanosystem Industry’, ‘Information-
telecommunications Systems’, ‘Sciences 
about Life’ (biotechnology, medicine, 
veterinary science) ‘Rational Natural 
Resource Use’, ‘Transport and Cosmic 
Systems’, ‘Energy Efficiency, Energy 
Saving, Nuclear Energy’.

Agreement about avoidance of 
double taxation discussed in a new 
manner

The Protocol on making amendtments to 
the Agreement between Russia and Cyprus 

dated December 5th, 1998 about avoidance 
of double taxation on income and capital 
taxes was ratified.

The Protocol clarifies a few terms used in 
the Agreement (income from international 
transport, dividends, interest) and 
Agreement statutes dealing with conducting 
consistency procedures and consultations by 
the countries’ authorised organs, including 
controversial cases concerning an effective 
place for managing legal entities.

The following significant amendtments have 
been made to the Protocol:

1. Income from selling a company’s shares 
(of which more than 50% of the cost is 
property in the Contracting State) is taxed 
at source in that country.

2. According to the country’s legislation 
where a company is a resident paying out 

dividends (even if they are in the form of 
interest), income subject to the same kind of 
taxation as share income is now considered 
dividends. Also, these dividends are no 
longer considered ‘interest’. 

3. Income received by means of a real estate 
mutual fund or similar collective forms of 
investment created primarily for property 
investment is taxed at source as income 
from property.

4. New editions of article 26 ‘Information 
Exchange’ and article 27 ‘Tax Collecting 
Assistance’ of the Agreement have been 
introduced; thereby opening up new 
opportunities for exchanging information 
and collecting taxes in both the Russian 
Federation and Cyprus.  

5. It is specified that the decreased 5% tax 
rate on dividends will be applicable if the 
person/legal entity bearing the actual right 
to these dividends directly invested at least 
100,000 euros (in its equivalent) in the 
company’s capital (earlier this amount was 
no less than 100,000 US dollars).

6. A clarification has been added to Article 4 
of the Agreement about defining residency 
stating that if the place of lean leadership 
by a legal entity cannot be determined then 
the authoritative bodies of the Contracting 
States should strive to come to a mutual 
agreement regarding the place of lean 
leadership in every particular case, by taking 
into consideration all the relevant factors. 

7. A provision is to be included noting that 
after consultations the parties come to the 
conclusion that the organisation-resident 
was established to receive allowances based 
on the Agreement, these allowances are not 
to be granted.

8. The criteria for setting up a permanent 
establishment of the company for tax 
purposes in the case of rendering services 
in a different Contracting State through a 
person other than an agent, broker or other 
person with an independent status has been 
clarified.

The Federal Tax Service (FTA) 
keeps currency operations in check

Order No.123n of the Ministry of Finance 
of the Russian Federation dated October 
4th, 2011 outlines the rights and duties 
of Federal Tax Service employees while 

MAIN chANgES IN ThE LAW OF ThE RuSSIAN FEDERATION 
FROM JANuARy 24Th, 2012 TO APRIL 18Th, 2012

LAW
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conducting audits for controlling currency 
operations by residents and non-residents 
who are not credit organisations or currency 
exchanges.

The object subject to control is the adherence 
by residents and non-residents to currency 
legislation of the Russian Federation and 
acts of currency regulatory bodies.

In an effort to check adherence to the 
established requirements tax authority 
employees have the right to:

· control adherence to currency legislation 
by residents and non-residents;

· check the fullness and authenticity of 
financial accounting and reporting on 
currency operations;

· request and receive documents and 
information which deal with conducting 
currency operations, opening and 
maintaining accounts.

Receipt of documents or information directly 
or indirectly pointing to the fact that the 
resident (or non-resident) could possibly 
break currency law regulations by tax 
inspection employees can serve as a basis 
for starting the aforementioned procedures. 
Documents and information regarding 
conducting currency operations, opening 
and maintaining accounts (deposits) 
in banks outside Russian Federation 
territory, providing financial and accounting 
documents about currency operations are 
analyzed during the audit.

‘Safe by-laws’ will take effect 
in the Customs Union countries 
starting in 2015

Starting January 1st, 2015 new technical 
by-laws called ‘On wheeled transport 
safety’ (TR TS 018/2011) approved by 
the Resolution of the Customs Union 
Commission dated December 9th, 2011 No. 
877 will take effect.

The technical by-laws will cover the following 
objects of technical regulation:

· wheeled transport (categories L, M, N 
and O) designed for use on public roads and 
also chassis;

· transport components that are pivotal for 
ensuring the vehicle’s safety.

Up to July 2016 it is acceptable to produce 
and release into circulation products 
in accordance with the mandatory 
requirements, earlier established regulations 
under the Customs Union or the legislation 
of the government (member of the Customs 
Union), if these products have the relevant 
documentation confirming that they meet 
the specified mandatory requirements 
issued or passed before the Technical by-
laws took effect.

New form for VAT (Value Added 
Tax)

Government Ordinance of the Russian 
Federation No. 1137 dated December 26th, 

2011 outlines the new forms of documents 
applied for VAT calculations.

In the new form of the accounting journal for 
incoming and outgoing invoices information 
is coded based on operation types.

Mandatory certification has been 
suspended

Government Ordinance of the Russian 
The Government Ordinance of the Russian 
Federation No.982 ‘About approving a 
unified list of products subject to mandatory 
certification and a unified list of products 
whose adherence to requirements is 
confirmed in the form of passing a declaration 
of conformity’ dated December 1st, 2009 
is suspended until January 1st, 2014 by 
the Government Ordinance of the Russian 
Federation No.39 dated January 27th, 2012 
in the part of certain types of products, in 
particular different types of electrical and 
trade equipment, certain computer parts, 
some types of household appliances and 
numerous ordinances pertaining to the 
quality of low-volt equipment.

Recalculation of insurance 
contributions

A new form for calculating insurance 
contributions for compulsory social 
insurance is to be introduced starting in the 
first quarter of 2012 (form 4FSS).

Adjustments made to the procedure 
for calculating and paying insurance 
contributions are factored into the new form. 
So, in particular, tables for calculating the 
conditions for applying reduced rates have 
been added and also a corrected directory for 
insurance contributionpayer code numbers 
has been included due to the broadening 
of insurance contributionpayer categories 
entitled to reduced rates.

The Tax Code gave the regions 
additional power

Amendments to the Tax Code of the Russian 
Federation have been made (Federal 
Law No.19-F3 dated March 30th, 2012) 
according to which Russian regions are 
given the authority to establish additional 
grounds and conditions for providing 
investment tax credit, including setting the 
term and interest rate for the investment tax 
credit for organisations’ profit tax paid to the 
budgets of Russian regions.

Additionally, these amendments call for 
a special procedure for paying corporate 
income tax by organisations. Organisations 

LAW DIGEST
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owning sites within the United Gas Supply 
System (relating to legal relations starting as 
of January 1st, 2012) are a liable participant 
of a consolidated group of taxpayers.

Transport tax declaration set to 
change

Starting with 2012 accounting reports a new 
form of transport tax declaration (including 
the fact that it is in electronic form) comes 
into effect.

Adjustments made to the procedure 
for calculating and reporting on the 
transportation tax are factored into the new 
declaration form. In particular, starting 
in 2011 one no longer had to show tax 
calculations for advances paid on the 
transportation tax.

Retail only for Russian citizens

The Government Ordinance of the Russian 
Federation No.1086 dated December 22nd, 
2011 states the allowable fraction (for 2012) 
of foreign workers utilising by commercial 
entities for retail trade and sport in the 
Russian Federation.

The following allowable fractions of use by 
foreign workers in the Russian Federation in 
retail trade and sport have been established:

a) retail sale of alcoholic beverages, 
including beer—0 percent out of the total 
workforce utilised by commercial entities;

b) retail sale of pharmaceutical products—0 
percent out of the total workforce utilised by 
commercial entities;

c) retail trade in tents and at markets—0 
percent out of the total workforce utilised by 
commercial entities;

d) other retail trade outside of stores—0 
percent out of the total workforce utilised by 
commercial entities;

e) other activities in sport—25 percent out 
of the total workforce utilised bycommercial 
entities. 

The Government Ordinance of the Russian 
Federation No.1086 dated December 22nd, 
2011 does not pertain to foreign citizens 
temporarily or permanently living in the 
Russian Federation.

Procedure for claiming intellectual 
property rights to become easier

Certain procedures for claiming intellectual 
property rights and the means of 
individualisation (Government Ordinance 
of the Russian Federation No.183 dated 
March 3rd, 2012) have been simplified.

The applicant for transferring exclusive 
rights without an agreement as a result of 
legal entity reorganisation, unlike before, 

does not have to submit to the Russian 
Agency for Patents and Trademarks (RAPT) 
a statement from the Unified State Register 
of Legal Entities (USRLE) for government 
registration of this transfer for the following: 
an invention, a useful model, an industrial 
sample, a trademark, a service mark, 
stating the place of origin of the product, 
a topologically registered integral micro-
computer system and a data base. If the 
applicant does not provide a statement from 
the USRLE, then information about making 
adjustments to the USRLE regarding legal 
entity reorganisation is presented to RAPT 
by the Federal Tax Service by means of an 
interdepartmental request. 

A legal norm eliminating (in certain 
cases) the need for confirming payment 
of government customs will come into 
effect on January 1st, 2013. This law 
states that if a document is not attached 
confirming customs payment, information 
about customs payment shall be provided 
to RAPT by an interdepartmental request 
from the Federal Treasury to an application 
for government registration of transferring 
the exclusive rights of the enumerated 
types of intellectual property and means of 
individualisation without any agreement 
or the government registration of a few 
agreements (in particular, the alienation 
or claiming of the exclusive rights to an 
invention, useful model, an industrial 
sample, granting their right to use, etc.)

LAW DIGEST
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OuR
OPINION

in

WhAT DOcuMENTS WILL kEEP ThE FIREMAN AWAy

After a series of fires that occurred and led 
to significant losses in the last few years in 
Russia the government started thinking 
about tightening and changing fire safety 
regulations. A lot of ideas were offered 
including: making fire insurance for all sites 
mandatory, transferring the authority for 
assessing fire risk to insurance companies, 
etc. However, drastic changes are yet to take 
place, but fire-safety audits are intensifying. 
Which documents are necessary for 
organisations looking to pass these audits?

Like with the situation regarding protecting 
personal information (see RS March 2012), 
many fire safety issues are resolving by the 
organization’s internal documents. Fire 
inspection bodies ensure organisations 
keep these documents just as much as they 
possess fire-extinguishing equipment and 
different alarm systems. Therefore, currently 
many are more focused on upholding these 
fire-safety requirements ‘on paper’.

But, let’s first take a look at the duties and 
liabilities of the auditors.

Fire fines

Obviously, it is understandable that liability 
in terms of fire-safety strongly depends on 
the consequences ensuing are these rules 
have been broken. If there are material 
and/or human losses, then this matter may 
even be taken to criminal court and the 
perpetrator may face a long prison sentence. 
In particular, under the Criminal Code of the 
Russian Federation one may be imprisoned 
for up to seven years as punishment for the 
death of two or more people due to one’s 
negligence. These cases are exceptions to 
the rule and one becomes liable not because 
he/she lacks necessary documentation, 
but for real actions—blocking evacuation 
points, getting rid of chimneys, etc.

Fire safety audits are intended for preventive 
purposes (when there are no losses yet) 
and they may result in administrative 
liability, not criminal. To be more precise 
these offences fall under article 20.4 in the 
Administrative Offences Code of the Russian 
Federation entitled “Failure to uphold fire-
safety requirements”. This article covers 
assuming liability for a few different types 

of offences and the fine amounts are rather 
imposing. The minimal fine is equal to 
90,000 rubles, while the maximum amounts 
to a half million rubles! Besides that, upon 
the auditors’ motion, the court can suspense 
the organisation’s activities for up to three 
months.

Concluding the overview of liability statutes, 
it is worth pointing out that cases dealing 
with fire safety administrative offences 

are evaluated by governmental bodies 
overseeing fire inspection, namely a special 
sub-unit within the Ministry of Emergency 
Situations (MES of Russia)* and its local 
sub-units.

Who can be fined

It is necessary to mention one significant 
point regarding the liability party in fire 
safety regulations. Since most business 

(С) RIA Novosti, Andrey Stenin

* Officially, the ministry is called the Ministry of Russian Federation for Civil Defence, Emergency Situation and Mitigation of Natural Disaster Consequences (MES of Russia).

The minimal fine is equal to 90,000 rubles, while 
the maximum amounts to a half million rubles!
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premises are not owned by the organisations 
located there, but rather are rented out, a 
logical question arises about who should 
be held responsible for fulfilling fire safety 
requirements in such buildings. 

The answer to this question is specified 
in the Russian law: property owners shall 
assume liability for any offence regarding 
fire safety requirements, unless otherwise 
noted in the lease agreement. Generally it is 
stated in lease agreements that the tenants 
bear responsibility for following fire safety 
procedures in the rented premises, as the 
owner is liable for ensuring fire safety in the 
building as a whole. Therefore, even if an 
organisation is renting a premise, it most 
likely will have to fulfil all requirements 
regarding filling out all fire safety documents. 

Which documents are necessary 
for all

Every firm must have an order from the 
director in which the fire safety regime is 
outlined. In particular, the order should 
establish the procedure for shutting down 
the electric supply at the end of the work 
day and if a fire does occur the permissible 
smoking areas are to be documented. Also, 
the storage places and allowable quantity of 
raw materials, semi-finished and finished 
goods are to be regulated. This is the first 
mandatory document.

The second fire safety document is also an 
order from the director. It should spell out 
the procedure and timeline for conducting a 
fire safety instruction course, classes on the 
basics of fire safety and also nominate parties 
responsible for upholding these regulations.

Further, it is necessary to outline how 
employees should act when discovering a 
fire, procedure for examining and closing a 
premise after work and also the procedure 
for performing temporary flame and other 
fire hazard works.

Finally, a separate order should determine 
who will be responsible for acquiring, 
maintaining, preserving and preparing all 
emergency fire-fighting equipment (fire 
extinguishers, fire hydrants fire shields, etc.). 
At the same time it is recommended that an 
organization keep a journal that monitors 
the presence and state of emergency fire-
fighting equipment. 

Documents for special cases

So, now we are clear about the documents 
required for every organization. Regulations 
vary depending on the organization type 
and the number of workers. So, if more 
than 10 people are on a floor in a premise 
simultaneously, then evacuation plans in 
case of a fire should be developed, adopted 
and displayed conspicuously. If the amount 
of people in a premise exceeds 50, then it is 
necessary to develop and adopt instructions 

(in addition to the systematic evacuation 
plan during a fire) for ensuring the safe and 
quick evacuation of all personnel. Also, fire 
drills practicing proper evacuation should be 
performed at least once every six months by 
all employees and this is to be documented 
in a special journal.

There is one other point to be considered if 
the premises are not equipped with technical 
means for informing workers about a fire, 
then it necessary to make an order regarding 
the procedure for information people about 
fire outbreak and assign responsibility for 
this.

Continuing on … firms with fire hazardous 
equipment (air compressors at air repair 
shops, heating equipment, etc.) should 
display or hang up safety signs around 
every one of these objects/sites. If there 
are production and storage premises, 
information about the category of fire and 
explosive danger is to be exhibited on the 
doors and also about the rules for setting up 
electric installation.

Finally, if the organization has sub-units 
(workshops, shop floors) specified as 
flammable and explosive and subject to fire 
risk, then the direct should issue an order 
about developing and adopting fire safety 
instructions for every one of these sites.

In short, those are the main document 
requirements for fire safety

Aleksei Krainev,

Exclusively for Russian Survey

having all necessary 
documents will significantly 
simplify relations with fire 
inspectors and decrease 
the risk of being heavily 

fined 

IN OUR OPINION

Audit types
An audit for monitoring adherence to fire safety regulations may be planned or unplanned. 

Planned audits can be conducted (in the majority of cases) once every three years. With 

that being said, the organizations to be audited this year are set in advance, an audit 

plan is composed that is passed by fire inspection authorities (sub-unit of MES of 

Russia). One can take a look at this plan on the MES site at http://www.mchs.gov.ru/

activities/?SECTION_ID=2338.

That is to say that one can easily prepare in advance to a planned audit by bringing all 

documentation up-to-date.

But unplanned audits are conducted without warning and any information that makes its 

way into the fire inspection authorities’ hands (MES) and containing information about 

possible fire safety regulation offences or possible damage to the life, health or property of 

citizens, the government or legal entities may serve as an adequate cause for such an audit. 

It should be noted that an unplanned audit is only possible with the prosecutor office’s 

approval. This acts as a buffer of sorts for frequent and fabricated audit claims.
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One cannot help but give credit where 
credit is due to the outstanding architects, 
talented craftsmen and restorers who 
built (and reconstructed amazing palace-
park ensembles which were destroyed 
during WW2) this intoxicatingly beautiful 
and unique gem of a city on the Neva 
river. An elegant mix of architecture 
from different time periods, enchanting 
palaces and churches, numerous rivers 
and canals, bridges and embankments, 
beautiful streets and parks, the marvelous 
“White Nights” all give Saint Petersburg 
a distinctive charm. An incredible amount 
of tourists from all corners of the earth are 
without a doubt drawn to the “city on the 
Neva” due to its numerous sights, magical 
mansions and suburbs, combined with 
famous and intriguing history.

During Petersburg’s rich 300-year history 
it has accumulated many epithets including 
but not limited to: ‘the city of three 
revolutions’, ‘cradle of the Great October, 
‘the hero city’, ‘Russia’s northern capital’, 
‘the window to Europe’, ‘Russia’s cultural 
capital’, ‘Venice of the North’, ‘the outdoor 
museum’, ‘the city of white nights’ and ‘the 
architectural gem’. It is a bit surprising that 
one relatively small city could have so many 
names. But those who have ever been to 
Saint Petersburg will definitely agree that 
this city is truly worthy of such admiration.

During the 20th century the city changed 
its name three times (which is practically 
unheard of). It was Saint Petersburg until 
1914, from 1914 to 24 it switched to 
Petrograd and from 1924 to 91 it was called 

Leningrad. Now it has taken up the name 
Saint Petersburg again.

There is no hint of an old feel to the city, 
but in Petersburg Russia after Peter the 
Great is displayed better than in any other 
Russian city. No other city has preserved 
the architectural styles of neo-classicism, 
eclectic, modern and retrospectivism. 
Petersburg’s historical centre and its 
suburban palace-park ensembles have 
been included in the UNESCO World 
Heritage Site List.

Saint Petersburg is known for its 
architecture. Unlike many other 
outstanding European cities, Saint 
Petersburg’s architectural system 
encompasses a wide variety of styles 
reflected in its many squares, cities, 

“Oh AcT OF PETER, I’M IN LOvE”

O
N MAy 16Th (27Th uSINg ThE OLD chuRch cALENDAR) 1703 ThE RuSSIAN TSAR PETER ThE gREAT LAID ThE 

FOuNDATION FOR ThE FORTRESS SANkT-PITER-BuRkh (ThIS EvENTuALLy BEcAME ThE cITy’S NAME) ON ThE 

LAND (FORMERLy cALLED INgERMANLAND) hE cAPTuRED FROM ThE SWEDES. ThE NAME WAS chOSEN By PETER 

ThE gREAT AND WAS IN hONOuR OF ThE SAINT APOSTLE PETER. IN 1712 ThE cITy WAS PROcLAIMED ThE cAPITAL cITy 

OF ThE WhOLE RuSSIAN EMPIRE. ALL OFFIcIAL gOvERNMENT INSTITuTIONS AND ThE TSAR’S cOuRT WERE MOvED TO ThE 

cITy FROM MOScOW. IN 1720 SANkT-PITER-BuRkh chANgED ITS NAME TO  SAINT PETERSBuRg.

 (ALExANDER PuShkIN,
 POEM “ThE BRONzE hORSEMAN”)

RS is opening up a new heading  called “OH, HOW SPACIOUS IS MY NATIVE COUNTRY” where we will 
tell our readers about Russia—its regions, cities and astoundingly beautiful places. This will take you from 
Moscow to the most remote corners of the country!

The international economic forum will be held in Saint Petersburg from June 21st-23rd of this year. The main forum topics include “Securing 

the future”, “Realising Russia’s Potential” and “Responding to Impact Technologies”. Within the context of “Realising Russia’s Potential” 

members of the Russian government will take part in numerous briefings entitled “The Russian Reform Agenda – an Economic Blueprint 

for the Coming Decade”. Additionally, the Russian Direct Investment Fund will gauge its success, multiple panel discussions will be devoted 

to issues of strategy development in Eastern Siberia and the Far East, Eurasian economic integration, modernising Russian infrastructure, 

increasing the effectiveness of free economic zones, how to change the investment climate in Russian regions and others.

World-renown entrepreneurs, economists and politicians will take part in the forum. Traditionally, the President of the Russian Federation 

opens the Forum plenary meeting with a speech. 

Therefore, in light of the upcoming grand-scale event in the country’s economic life we think it is appropriate 
to start our trip around Russia with the city that Peter built on the bank of the Neva river.

SPAcIOuS
cOuNTRynative

is my
oh,
  how
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OH, HOW SPACIOUS IS MY NATIVE COUNTRY

embankments and parks. The city was built 
in harsh climatic conditions on a swamp 
with the use of poles and complex irrigation 
works.

The city has also been called “The 
Symphony in stone”. Islands, winding 
rivers and canals surely give the city its own 
look and feel. Small shiny-gold, elaborately 
designed bridges and mosaic church domes 
and amazing palace facades all catch one’s 
eye.

Saint Petersburg’s architectural landmarks 
have brought fame to the Northern 
capital even abroad. Numerous incredible 
palaces, castles and various government 
institution buildings were built based on 
the plans of the most famous Russian and 
foreign architects. Today not only do these 
architectural landmarks decorate the city on 
the Neva, but they also have a great cultural 

and historical value. Saint Petersburg’s 
architectural landmarks greatly contribute 
to the city’s overwhelming charm. White 
nights, cross bridges, the bubbling cultural 
life and the completely unique atmosphere 
of this city have demanded people’s 
attention since it was founded. 

Saint Petersburg was erected in very 
difficult climatic conditions. The marshy 
land and not particularly inviting weather 
stalled construction. Besides all of that, 
architects needed to take into consideration 
the fact that in the region which was chosen 
for the city construction it is predominately 
overcast and there is a lack of distinct 
shades. Therefore, architects had to 
experiment with different types of fa€ade 
colour to emphasise as much as possible 
the architectural forms and decorative 
details of the buildings being constructed. 

But it is worth noting that people took 
the façade colours matter very seriously 
since the colour scheme was regulated and 
formulated by special orders from the Tsar.

Since the builders envisioned that the 
city would become a fortress and sea port 
and it developed like Russia’s new capital 
from its inception, Saint Petersburg’s 
“architectural image” is dramatically 
different than other Russian cities. Squares, 
cities, embankments and parks are all 
linked to form harmonious architecture 
ensembles. Petersburg’s initial structure 
plan has been preserved to this day in 
a slightly modified form. Architectural 
landmarks such as Petropavlovsk fortress, 
Admiralty, Cabin of Peter the Great and 
many others have stood the test of time and 
continue to distinguish Petersburg from 
other cities. The talented city-builder P. 
Eropkin, who from 1737-1740 developed 
a well-designed plan for reconstructing 
and further developing the city, made a 
large contribution in terms of forming the 
city’s architectural image. A three-pronged 
blueprint of the city centre (which was 
crafted when the city had just originated) 
served as the plan’s foundation. The most 
important plan details were brought to life 
and are still present to this day.

Thanks to this plan Saint Petersburg was 
built on fairly even lowlands. Up until the 
19th century the city’s buildings were 

Saint Petersburg is one of the most beautiful cities
in the world. It has been called ‘the city of three 

revolutions’, ‘cradle of the great October, ‘the hero 
city’, ‘Russia’s northern capital’, ‘the window to Europe’, 

‘Russia’s cultural capital’, ‘venice of the North’, ‘the 
outdoor museum’, ‘the city of white nights’ and ‘the 

architectural gem’

White nights, raising the bridges
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roughly all the same height. The spires 
of the Peter and Paul Cathedral, the 
Admiralty Needle and the shiny-gold top 
of Saint Isaac’s Cathedral (which is one 
of the largest in the world) “topped off” 
Petersburg. Architects constructed this 
church for 40 years and 400 kilogrammes 
of gold and 16 tonnes of green malachite 
were used on its furnishings. Trezini, 
Rastrelli, Kvasov, Voronikhin, Rossi, 
Stasov, Kvarengi, Monfferan and other 
world-famous architects graced Saint 

Petersburg with their works of art. A lot has 
changed over the course of time. In 1924 
Saint Petersburg was renamed Leningrad 
and despite the fact that the city regained 
its original name, the name Leningrad 
occupies a firm place in the world history 
due to its heroic resistance during the 
blockade of the city in the Great  Patriotic 
War.

Soviet architects who worked on new 
buildings in Leningrad tried to not only add 
to the city’s beauty, but first and foremost, 
ensure its “architectural harmony”. 
Therefore, these masters called upon past 
city-building traditions. Many buildings 
erected during the Soviet period were in 
a neo-classical style and imitate those 
structures built during Peter the Great’s 
time.

Petersburg, designed to be the capital 
and the main imperial residence, is 
a city of palaces. Palaces and castles 
for the “reigning rulers” served as 
residences (there were summer and 
winter residencies). Every tsar had his 
own unique preferences and they thought 
that the already built constructions were 
hardly enough. That is part of the reason 
why there is an abundance of palaces and 
castles in Petersburg and its suburbs.

Without a doubt, one of the most famous 
and widely-known palaces in Saint 

Petersburg is the Winter Palace. The 
palace was constructed in honour of the 
city’s 50th anniversary and Empress 
Elizaveta (Peter the Great’s daughter) even 
ordered that the Winter Palace be built. 
The famous Franchesko Rastrelli headed 
up this project. The magnificent façade and 
incredible interiors have made visitors of 
this palace in Saint Petersburg feel a sense 
of awe for the past few centuries. 

None of Saint Petersburg’s numerous 
palaces are identical and they all have their 
own unique history.

Saint Petersburg’s suburbs are no less 
popular than the city itself. It is almost 
impossible to say which one of Petersburg’s 
suburbs is the most interesting and 
beautiful since they all have their very own 
bright personality, unique fate and history. 

A quick day-trip to the suburbs will not even 
give you a taste for all the sights, let alone 
completely appreciate their beauty. One 
should scope out Petersburg by staying for 
at least a week.

Petersburg’s suburban palace complexes 
astound visitors with their elegancy and 
overwhelming scale: 

Peterhof which was the grand imperial 
country residence designed by Peter the 
Great is well-known for its fountains, 
palaces and parks;

View of the Moika River and the St. Isaac’s Cathedral

Panoramic view of Peter and Paul Fortress 
and spire of the Admiralty
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Tsarskoe Selo, Catherine the Great’s 
favorite residence, is a “constellation” 
of palaces, pavilions and triumphant 
monuments. The Tsarskoe Selo Lyceum 
is forever linked with boyhood years of the 
amazing Pushkin (he studied there); 

Pavlovsk is the most comprehensive of 
all the country residences and it has a 
picturesque park;

Oranienbaum is an embodiment of 
the rococo style. All of Oranienbaum 
monuments (down to the very last one) 
have been preserved to this day;

Gatchina, an enormous park with Pavel’s 
palace (it has an underground tunnel), a 
garden, a pavilion “Berezovy domik (Birch 
house) and “Venera’s Pavilion”, was ideal 
for those seeking “unparalleled” isolation.

www.my-peterburg.ru
www.walkspb.ru

www.opeterburge.ru

Did you know?

· Saint Petersburg is the most northern of all large cities in the world and it is the largest of all northern cities: the 60th parallel (where the 
city is situated) goes through Greenland, Alaska (the city of Anchorage), Magadan and the capital of Norway (Oslo). Therefore, naturally one 
of the main draws for tourists is “White Nights” (especially May and June when even at midnight it is relatively light still outside and the city 
practically does not sleep). However, there is one major drawback—the harsh winters when slush, dirt and cold temperatures combined with 
incredible dampness make one want to go into hibernation. 

· Numerous rivers (in addition to the Neva), streams and canals (there are 53 of them) have made a significant impact upon the city’s 
formation.  The water surface area of the city  is approximately 1/10 of the whole city area. 308 bridges (taking into account suburban bridges 
there are more than 534), including 22 cross-bridges, were erected for crossing these bodies of water. The overall length of the city’s bridges 
amounts to about 16 kilometers. The Alexander Nevsky bridge (909 meters) is the longest bridge across the Neva, while the widest one is the 
Siny bridge (at 99.5 meters) across the Moika river.

· Saint Petersburg is situated on 47 islands on the Nevsky delta. Vasilievsky and Petrograd islands are the largest of them all.

· Floods have been known to hit the city. More often than not they occur in the autumn when hurricane winds blow from the west. The Neva 
has risen above its normal water level more than 300 times since the city was founded. The largest flood occurred on November 7th, 1824 when 
the water level rose 4.1 meters above the “norm”.

· Saint Petersburg is a cultural centre with world-wide significance. There are 182 museums in the city (the cherry on the top of the cake is 
the world-renown Hermitage). There are 62 theaters in the city (the Mariinsky Theatre of Opera and Ballet was the first and is the main one). 
There are 38 concert halls in the city and 900 various exhibitions are held annually.

Useful information:

· White Nights “dawn” on May 25-26 when the sun dips no more than 9 degrees beyond the horizon. One can hardly even capture the 
moment when the evening turns into the morning. The longest day of the year is June 21st-22nd (18 hrs. 53 mins.). “White Nights” end on 
July 16th-17th. Overall, “White Nights” last for more than 50 days. 

· Saint Petersburg weather is a bit erratic, damp and there is a lot of precipitation. The average winter temperature is -8 degrees Celsius, the 
average summer temperature is +18 Celsius, but during dry heat spells the temperature can rise to +25 and even +30 degrees Celsius. In the 
winter during cold spells the temperature can drop to -25 or even -30 degrees Celsius. 634 mm of precipitation fall a year.

· Saint Petersburg’s international airport “Pulkovo”, which is located 15 kilometers from the city centre, is the city’s “airborne gates”. From 
the airport one can get to the city by taxi, an express bus or public transportation.

· One can enter Saint Petersburg by using the city’s passenger sea port. From there one can take a taxi or public transportation to the city 
centre.

· Saint Petersburg has a fairly wide range of hotels, from 5 star accommodations including the celebrated “Astoria”, “Angleterre” and 
“Grand Hotel Europe” hotels to mini-hotels. There are various restaurants and cafes for any palate (including traditional Russian cuisine, 
Caucasian, Italian, European and other cuisines). One can get to any part of the city by using public transportation, including the subway, 
buses, trolleybuses and trams.

Grand Palace and fountain ‘Samson’, Peterhof
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Founded in 1992, ICLC has grown to become one of the leading Russian audit companies. 
The company’s core principle in work is to assist in development of its clients’ business by 
providing a variety of prime quality services in business support:

• Statutory & ISA Audit
• IFRS consulting
• Audit of Tax liabilities
• Tax & Accounting consulting
• Legal services
• Financial, Tax & Legal Due Diligence
• Outsourcing
• Services to Foreign representative offices.

ICLC is a member of Nexia International – a worldwide network of independent accounting and 
consulting firms.

Tel: +7 (495) 621-10-15, fax: +7 (495) 621-56-87
E-mail: info@iclcgroup.com, www.iclcgroup.com

Experts point out that the market has not 
completely lived up to its potential yet; in 2012 
further growth is expected. Experts cannot 
seem to agree upon the exact numerical value 
of this growth, but there is no doubt that the 
market will be steadily expanding
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